
International Marketing 

 

Lecture 1: Economic Environment 
 
Questions: 
1 - Do we have a market?  
   - What is the size of the potential market?  
Set a list of priorities thanks to economic data.  
 
2- Will potential customers buy the product?  
Find the Customer behavior. 
 
3 – Find if there are political or legal barriers.  
It could be a boycott (political). 
Ex: With the Roma population. Some associations launch in Romania launch a boycott on 
French products.  
 
If the answer is yes with the three questions => the product can be launched.  
 
Fast Moving Consumers Good. (FMCG) 
- Need to know the number of consumer.  
- // // the purchasing power of consumer.  
 
Ex : Burney => not enough consumers.  
        China, 20 years ago => there is not enough money.  
 
I–Concerning people.  
 
Top ten countries in the world. Most interesting.  
Main conclusion:  
- In 50 years => large increasing of the population (+50%) and a gap, which is larger 
between China/India and the rest of the world.  
Second conclusion:  
The increase of the population isn’t equal.  
Ex: Japan and Russia  
Decrease or explosion, it depends on the country. 
Final: 
From European perspectives => not any European country belongs to the first ten 
countries.  
(Pb au niveau psychologique, habitudes… European is missing opportunities.) 
The problem with a Small or medium company: fear of the unknown.  
 
Are the figures accurate or not?  
Census.  
Ex: ethnic conflicts. Last census in Nigeria was in 1961.  
Immigration: Legal and Illegal. In France, the government wants to stop illegal 
immigration but they cannot stop the family grouping.  
 



From a marketing point of view:  
- Need to know where they live 
- Need to know if they earn money.  
- Need to know if they spend money.  
 
For finding answers, we have to look at statistics.  
 
1.1.2:Generational marketing.  
Segmentation of criteria’s based on: 
- Age 
- Gender 
- Ethnic origin 
 
A – Generational market  
 
It means we could have a differentiate approach with several generations.  
(ex : Kids/Adults) 
An undifferentiated services => the same for everybody.  Ex : Comptoir des cotonniers 
between daughter and mother.  
 
A generation : 100 years ago => the first kid in 20. Today the average is 29.  
The life expectancy is growing. It means that there is 3 generations.  
Grand Grand parents don’t exist anymore.  
 
The implication => the transmission of consumer behavior. Only parents can transmit 
this and also grand parents if they exist. They expose some values to the kids. (Concepts, 
brands…) 
The social structure isn’t the same in all country. 
 
Seniors market didn’t exist before => Life expectancy.  
 
Children market => Before kids didn’t have money to buy goods. Parents do not have 
money.  
 
Today its normal to talk about those markets.  
 
3 definitions about the age: 
- Biological(chronological) : To give birth. This person isn’t a child anymore. Start to 
become an adult.  
For the seniors => when they need assistance to move, to read, to eat… When a person 
isn’t independent anymore.  
- Psychological age =>When you define by yourself if you are a child, adults… It is a 
feeling.  
Baby/Children/Teens/Adolescent/Adult/Senior. 
- Sociological age :  
1 - Imposed by society and laws. Define by the parliament in a democracy.  
- Why we can have money? 
- drive a car 
- Going to jail.  



Those rules are different in each country.  
The usual one is the age of 18.  
And also the fact that you leave alone and that you are financially dependent.  
2 – Could also be define by religion. ( Religious prescription.) 
 
B – Marketing to seniors.  
- Live longer 
- Have money. Retirement pension based on 5 best years.  
- LE : 80 years which means 18 years without working.  
They are able to enjoy life  and have an intensive social life. And social life force you to 
buy new goods.  
 
Do we have to show seniors on TV? 
In the past no. Seniors wanted to identify with younger people. Today its 50/50. It 
depends on the product you want to sell.  
 
C – Marketing to Children.  
Now they go the shop.  
They have money from parents or grandparents for their birthday or Christmas. They 
make their own decision and have their own products. It is prescription at the 
beginning. Ex : Petit bateau. 2 targets.  
Importance of the prescription power. Children may have an influence on parents about 
household goods.  
 
Slide 22 : When children are growing up, they remember of those logos and maybe they 
will buy it later.  
 
D – Regression 
When, at one moment, a person stop buying products of hi sage and start buying ‘Child 
products’. 
Ex : Haribo.  
 
Children and luxury goods.  
Ex : Bonpoint.  
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1.1.3 GENDER MARKETING. 
 
Differentiated marketing => Physical and marketing purpose.  
 
Ex : Stereotypes. Homme => Vertu (Nokia) just the brand differenciate the product.  
Business man => Manucure – phone => Society power.  
Femme => coca cola light => Bottle.  
Products for men : Fashion, parfums, skin care products, cosmetics… 
Those advertisement are clearly gender.  
 
Undifferentiated => Absolutely the same. 



 
MARKETING TO GAYS 

 
Assessment of the gay market. Risibility is very high and a huge part of their income is 
spending.  
The average purchasing power is ‘what they could put on goods’.  
There are some countries where homos is forbidden. It is impossible to talk directly to 
the gays.  
Mainstream company also targeting the country. Some ads could appear in one country, 
like USA, and not in European countries because it is not the same values.  
Ex: Mercedes.  
 
Ex: in South Korea or in Honk Kong => Cf the ad. Unique selling proposition (with the 
Watch). But this add couldn’t be broadcast in china for example. 

DIASPORA MARKETING 
 
Targeted one population all around the world. Transnational marketing => World wild 
population.) 
Ethnic targets in one country. There is a specific offer for each population living in the 
country.  
 
Diaspora: Important to know which is the purchasing power, the income, the 
urbanization. It is a talking about the identity and how the Diaspora perceives them. It is 
important because they have a lot of money. If the people doesn’t send money back 
home =It could be a bankruptcy. 
Ex: Western Union Campaign: Huge network in 122 countries. They are present where 
nobody is.  
The pitfall of this model => really expensive, real time transfer, which implicates lot of 
charges.  
Western Union is accused to take advantages of poor people.  
But they say that it’s more than sending money. It is also sending education and 
happiness…  
 
- B2D : Business in the own country. Ex: Website Jerusalemeverything.  
- D2D : Ex : French in Australia who open a bakery. They sell products only to French 
people living in Australia. There are no products coming from France.  
Ex : Products and services in supermarkets, fast-foods, media….  
- Split marketing : ex : You are in USA and you buy in a shop homeland company 
appealing to Diaspora to purchase for split family members. Ex: Ethiogifts. It is 
dangerous to send money in Ethiopia so they send a gift. 

Before, it was difficult to target the Diaspora. But now with Internet it is easier.  
Online medias allow communicating and distributing products.  
 
There also are national distributions. 
For example, Carrefour in Malaysia. There is a problem with merchandising. It is very 
difficult to adapt the merchandising with all the ethnic and religious celebrations. 



ETHNIC MARKETING 

Ex :  
- Black barbie.  
- Ad for coca cola with only black people, which is broadcasted in media and press in the 
USA.  
In the USA we could know what is the distribution of the population. It is forbidden in 
France, we just have estimations.  
 
1.2 Purchasing Power.  
1.2.1. 
Important difference with the demography.  
Projection: in 2025 will be a breakpoint: The GDP of China will be more important than 
the GDP of European Union.  
In 2040: Second breakpoint: The GDP of China will be equal to the GDP of USA and the 
GDP of India will be equal to the GDP of European Union.  
 
The approach depends if we talk about short or long term. If look at the classification of 
countries according to their income we see that:  
- US$ => Currency = domestic and is fluctuating very much.  
Limits: Making estimations with this currency.  
There are non-convertible or semi convertible currencies. It is difficult to compare all 
the countries.  
The Purchasing Power Parity should solve this problem.  
Ex : with one product. If there is no PPA it’s not a good thing. « In USD and PPA » is the best 
index.  
When we make a business plan, it important to take into account this because it could 
multiply by 2 the purchasing in one country.  
 
1.2.2 The Gini Index.  
Still between 0 and 1.  
0 -> Perfect equality  
1 -> Perfect inequality.  
All countries are between 0,2 and 0,6.  
Ex : 
Air France communication strategy.  
La défense => Executive class 
République => Middle-Class.  
Incomes within Paris are not the same.  
 
The situation on the few income countries:  
We can go ahead of the technological gap. The best in poor countries is to sell cheap and 
simple thing. 
Ex: Nokia is a best with simple mobile phone.  
Even in Soudan, it is possible to sell products. Because there is few people having a lot of 
money and would buy very expensive good.  

 



 
 
LECTURE 2: SOCIO – CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT 
 
2.1.1 – Socio-Cultural Environment.  
Social structure: Relationship with parents and children.  
Nuclear family and extended family.  

 
Generation 
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In red we have the illustration of what is a nuclear family.  
EX : Someone needs money in order to buy a Macdo Franchise. If the grand parents and 
the cousins don’t want to lend money => It is a nuclear family.  
 
Western => Nuclear family and Outside its more extended family.  
It is important to know if people can mobilize ressources in order to set a company or 
buy something. Even if its a poor country, they are able to mobilize ressources.  
 
CULTURE 

1) It is something genetical or acquired ? (…) 
 
Excentric people. It is important to know how many they are.  
- > Contrasting with social behavior and they reject all the codes.  
 
2) Contemporary definition.  
Collectiv mental programmation. Part of your conditionning sharing with other 
members of our nation/religion/group but not with members of other nations or 
groups.   
-> Family/Education/Mass-Media.  
Few people make a programmated decision. They decided what is a cultural program (on a 
TV channel for example.) 
-> Ad is paradoxale. 

Ex : Greys anatomy or friends in Dubaï. Women work with men, live together before being 
married… Its against MBC codes.  
 



PROCESSES WHICH ARE INFLUENCING CULTURE.  
Statics and dynamics elements.  
Statics: religion/Social structures/Language/Values.  
Dynamics: Work and leisure/Art/Music… 
 
Work ethic: Protestant/Confucian.. 
 
In France, GA, Entertainment, Dynamic element.  
Even if it was not the attention of producers => It could change the behavior of people.  
 
2.1.3 E.T HALL.  
 
High context culture.  
There is country where we have implicite’s messages. Words are part of the message but 
there is also a context that we have to understand. (Background, Associations, Values.) 
Personal Relationship is important. Important to know who is speaking and what is his 
position in the society.  
 
Low context of culture: 
Words carry explicit messages.  
More paperwork 
Contract doesn’t regard character of individual.  
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Context (Hall) 
High context, very implicit.  
 

2.1.4. Geert Hofstede.  
 
Several criteria using to compare => culture. 
Five dimensions:  
- Individualism / collectivism  
several groups: Religion, Sport… Business point of view: easier to work with one leader 
because he will have a prescription power on the all team.  
- Power/distance:  
Hierarchy: orders come from the top.  
Plat system: Communication is going on 2 ways.  
Are there several classes? Ex: In India. 
- Masculine/Feminine. 
Males or females are commanding the society. It’s about values. Someone are feminism.. 
Ex: Using strength or rationality=> more masculine./ Intuition=>F 
- Uncertainty avoidance : Strong/Weak 
Do you avoid uncertainty (Strong) or do you accept it (weak) ? Take the risk or not.  
- Long-term orientation: Think about the future for them and also for their children. 
Ex: China.  
 
Cultural Dimensions:  



Pub: TATA : 
- looking for uncertainty avoidance. There is a huge risk in India for delivering at time => 
weak.  
 
Pub : Enrico Coveri 
Masculinity + power => Man looks Superior. Person standing>other one.  
2) Domination => Masculinity.  
3) If it is more a play or something else => Feminine approach.  
 
Pub SONY : 
- every person have both personality.  
ex : efficiency … M or Pretty … F. It is a combination between the both. 
 
2.2 Elements of culture 
2.2.1 : Historical references in ads.  
Something that we cannot change. But so much interpretation. People are extremely 
sensible to history.  
 
Pub Diesel : 
Yalta. Some countries, people do not recognize the three persons. Or people won’t find it 
funny. (because it has important repercussion. Ex : Rep Tchèque).  
 
 2.2.2 Litterature 
 
2.2.3 Painting 
2.2.4 Music 
Should be aware that everybody is understanding what you are talking about.  
2.2.5 Language 
One language, which understands in several countries. It’s very interesting for 
companies.  
- Multi lingual country; Time consuming for companies. Other shooting, translation… 
- Non recognize languages. Ex : Spanglish. Practices by million of people.  
 
Pub Macdo : Illegal.  
 
2.3 Religion and marketing 
1) Selling religious product: 
Buy products associated to the religion. Ex : Boudhiste religion. Orthodoxe churches => 
Churches.  
Millions of products. Very huge market.  
Service : Pilgrim. Ex : Lourdes in France.  
 
2) Product using religion : 
- Food, clothes, make-up : 
In France => Christmas is a good period in order to selling toys. 60% of sales => 2 weeks 
before C.  
Cosmetics => Halal. Associated with religion but not a religious product.   
 
Superstition: When you think that one thing could change the future. Believe in, for 



example, vampires.  
 
The holy land experience:  
- Use the Entertainment. 
- Recreate the history. 
- Security reasons 
 
2.4 Beauty standards and Marketing. 
Universe and Symbols of beauty. A company has to use it in order to sell.  
Barbie dolls : The same everywhere if we consider that is an universal product.  
 
- Communication: Beauty is used for selling products.  
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Political-legal environment.  
 
Political environment:  
 
They address everybody, don’t ask people what are their political préférence…  
Don’t care about that.  
In some industries/companies are perceive to be associated with some political …  
Luxury industry => right part of political. Emphasize on money, difference… Luxury isn’t 
necessary. On left point view, we have to reject the luxury industry.  
Sometimes there is disequilibria with theory and real life. (gauche caviar).  
 
When you have some political responsibilities, you become modest => If you appear to 
be rich and enjoy this privilegious => Fear that for the next election => Problem.  
French President => 1st: Bling-bling président. Very bad impact. And after that he 
changes his position because he saw that it is impossible to be associated with money.  
 
Rachida Dati => Use to be the minister of justice in France. Personification of bling-bling. 
It was a problem.  
Open wardrobe => Gets the dress she wants.  
Public opinion was very negative.  
 
However some adds seems unusual:  
 
- Dinh Van => Fashion brand and street. Incompatible image. Girl is refering to the left.  
 
- Pub « 40 WEFT ». Deux manières de l’interpréter => Ref { un tableau. « la liberté vit dans 
le peuple ». 
Implicitly => make a révolution.  
 
- ‘Anarchiste’ Caron => Very difficult to put on a luxury good. Looking like a Molotov 
cocktail.  
 
- JPG => Che Guevara ; a reference to révolution => « révolution with clothes, of the fashion 
world. » 



 
Importance of history:  
People will always ask questions about history : 
- The Dresdner Bank => What did you do during the 2nd war.  
Recognize, apologize, volontary actions…  Also books are talking about that. « War crimes 
of the Deutsche Bank and the Dresdner Bank ».  
- Hugo Boss => Uniform of the SS. Comparaison entre pubs HB et poster WW2. 2 
possibilities :  
1 - It is intently and there is a message.  
2 - They create this wihtout being aware of that. So, they are not guilty.  

- LV and WW2 :  
LV and the Vichy Government.  
 
- Chanel : Affair with a Nazi officier. Not mentionned in France but emphasize in other 
country like England.  
 
- L’Oréal : Connexion between l’Oréal and a secret organization. No communication on this.  
 

POLITICAL BOYCOTT.  
 
Direct Boycott : When one government decided to boycott another country.  
If you are a French company and the president says ‘’Free Tibet’’ => Chinese government 
will react immediately. Political decision. => Official boycott.  
4 types:  
- Multilateral boycott : Launched by the U.N. All countries have to respect it.  
If one country is absenting => the vote could be accepted because China didn’t vote for 
ou against. But the country will have to apply this.  
- The regional boycott: all the grouping countries part of this association. European 
Union => Boycott North-Korea => if the 27 say yes => ok.  
- Unilateral boycott => just one country. Own decision. (Ex ; USA=>Cuba) 
 
Unofficial boycott: Organization and people.  
- Organization : NGO’s like for example Greenpeace. Because the country doesn’t 
respect the environment…  
Ex ; Australia and NZ, no official reaction for the French nuclear essay. But Greenpeace in 
Australia and NZ reacted.  
->PETA: Launch boycott on companies.  
- Individuals : Could be very powerful, like a star : George Clooney. If he says « don’t buy 
French product », it is sure that some people will follow him.  
 
With Internet:  
- Viral Marketing => something that you cannot control. Cannot be transform, resend or 
stop immediately. One to one 
- Marketing tribal=> a group of person. Like fashionista with blogs… Facebook. One to 
many. 
 
Spoof ad => making a reference to spoof movie. Parody of existing movie. Using an 
existing ad.  



You say that one company makes bad actions or that l’Oreal engaged a top-model who is 
a junky. People can launch a campaign against l’Oreal.  
 
Direct boycott => Nike => not a spoof ad.  
Indirect boycott => Coca-Cola => In Colombie, for example, Coca Cola is only selling the 
sirop and companies make the bottle => In Colombie => links with drugs.  
-> Dior => S.Stones, during le festival de Cannes. During the press conférence, she started to 
talk about China and that it was Karma for earthquake. (Repercussion => Tibet).  
-> France => War in Irak => Boycott from some people in USA.  
-> Boycott France In China => Act against the Olympic Games and against diseable person. 
Boycott of Carrefour and people inform the customers Inside of the shop.  
-> Cocaïne Kate.  
-> PETA against Burberry. (FUR) 
-> CK, Kate Moss => Usually way to take heroin.  
 
Ex of Spoof Ad.  
Obsession.  
 
Legal Structures 
International agreements and international rules countries are accepting.  
Common law system => Anglo-Saxon countries. Refers to colonies and Commonwealth. 
Lot of popular jury.   
Code law system => Adopt a codes (book) which is defining what is the offense. At the 
same time the code is giving the … 
The judge must be somewhere the minimum and the maximum. The good lawyer have 
to know the code by heart.  
 
The approach is completly different. It is very hard to be competent.  
 
Religion Law => Islam Law based on Koran.  
If you believe in this, you will accept the sentence.  
Who has the right to interpret the law. Secular lawyer or religious.  
For instance, in Pakistant, Lawyers are very powerful but are not neceserly religious.  
 
Socialist law => Marxist socialism. Difference between théorie and pratique. Pas de 
profits, d’entreprises privés… Earns of production belong to State or companies and not 
private person.  
All countries accept libéralisme.  
 
4 structures are not compatibles. Impossible today to have one person competent in all 
of those structures.  
Difference between 3 types of products : 
 

Copy : 90% same as the original product. Software, Music, film…  
- Me too products : exactly the same thing. Same fonction… Similar product. 
Pepsi/Coca. 
- Fake products : Imitation. Confusion in the mind of the Customer.  
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Pub => Galliano => Fake, copy => W.Klein. Not real copy but inspiration is very strong.  
Dior Chérie / Pure Wonder. No complain in that case. But if it had been the case => Pb.  
Both are using the inspiration.  
Intellectual property can involve creative aspect.  
 
Some companies do not hesitate to put fake shoes on the internet. (Shoewawa with dior 
shoes.)  
 
The definition of a standard serves 3 purposes.  
 
1) Defines products characteristics and performances => through the standard we know 
what the product is.  
Ex :  
Kangoo : Car or van? Taxes are not the same.  
Nomenclature => Full number indicating what is it, defines what the product is.  
Sunny Delight => Water + sugar. 
 
2) - Harmonizes features to allow product interchanges (= >Give everybody the 
possibility to enter the market by standardize products.) or simplify product categories 
by reducing unnecessary variety. (=> Private standard is something launched by a 
company => Private propriety.) 
Ex: 
Not interchangeable => Apple and PC at the beginning.  

 
3) Simplifies products category by reducing unnecessary variety.  
- Private one => A firm decides what will her private standards be.  
Ex: Standards for condoms => what is the standard size? FE: Too big for Indian men.  
- Compulsory standards for plugs => Different all around the world 
Ex: Universal adapter => doesn’t fit all the countries in reality. And the definition of 
chocolate is not the same in all countries. Crunch : Cocoa => Ok France et Suisse mais pas 
en UK.  
Chocolate Brownie => Cocoa butter is very far in the list. Chocolate isn’t the main 
ingredients.  
Nutella => depends on the country for composition.  
- Voluntaries one 
 
US luxury tax:  
- Important to assess if this product is a luxury one or not. Important to define what is a 
luxury product because you will have to pay a tax on it.  
Excise Tax => Is fluctuating very much, depends on the country. It’s a very volatile 
situation. It’s important to know if it’s a luxury product or not.  
 
X-men => Are they dolls or toys. If they are called dolls, there is percent and if it is toys 
=> another one. Can go until justice.  
 
Standards are issued; 
- by a nation organization (AFNOR in France) or CEN => European Community.  
- by an independent organization (ISO); ISO is not issuing certificates.  



- by private companies (protect it with a patent)  
 

Standards vs certification 
Standards : issued by the ISO : don’t have the possibility to impose standards. But some 
are extremely well-known and have practically become compulsory standards. 
Certification : certifying that the company respects standards. 
A magazine may certify that a product is the best product. Ex : Cosmo 
Certification is coming from consumer associations. 
Ex : 60 millions de consommateurs 
You don’t have ads so no pressure coming from companies (whereas in cosmo : 10 ads 
from L’Oréal, obviously will win a prize). 
Certification is not based on standards. 
 
ASO=> International organization => Voluntaries standards. Not issuing certificate.  
 
- Bureau veridas 
- SGS: a worldwide company that is looking if the product is fitting with the standards.  
Certificates certified this is a good product. Can come from one person.  
Ex: Certification coming from one person like S.Loeb for shampoo or G.Clooney for 
Nespresso. Do you trust this person or not?  
Ex: Beauty award from Cosmo. 
Ex : Lancaster : Pib => Cosmopolitain, spécialiste en cosmétique donc s’ils trouvent qu’il 
s’agit d »un bon produit, des gens vont le croire.  
Classement journal polonais : Peuvent aussi donner des notes => Trop cher d’acheter tous 
les produits en même temps. Donc système de notation pour permettre aux consommateurs 
de faire un choix.  
 
Make this kind of test and if we think it is good :> We will trust them.  
Ex : Car magazines => Test = Certification.  
 
PRODUCT POLICY.  
Product decisions.  
 
Product 
Price 
Distribution 
Communication 
You cannot have a com campaign if you don’t know what is selling.  
It’s important to know what we sell. After it is possible to talk about the 4 P’s. 
Most of the time, there is a difference between what the cie thinks about the reasons, 
which push the consumers to buy the product and the real one.  
Ex: Cosmetics products in France => The origin isn’t the only reason.  
 
Adaptation vs Standardization. 
Standard offers =>  
- Brand: Have to be the same one all over the world. Standardized branding policy. More 
than 100 brands in a company but the brands are not present everywhere. Only a few 
brands is present in each country. Ex: with Coca-Cola.  
- Product Range => How many products have the brand, for example Coca-cola. Lot, 



Lemon, light, Zero, Vanilla… But once again all the products are not present everywhere.  
- Physical product: The classical Coca cola is not exactly the same all around the world. 
The classical isn’t the same in all countries. Syrup is the same but not water, sugar, 
colors, gas…. 
 
Conclusion: Typical example. Standardization product but in fact they adapt. The 
perception from consumers is the same but not the product.  
Ex: Classic Perrier is the same one all over the world.  
 
What is the difference between adaptation and customization? 
It is when we adapt the product to one Customer 
 
Mass vs personal customization: 
Customers like customization because: 
- They want to be in the trends: 
 
Mass vs personal: 
Personal = Clothes just for you with your measures.  
Masse= One number of person is having the same product but number of person is 
reduced.  
Ex: Dell Computer. You choose all your options so it’s personal but some can choose the 
same options. You are limited by the options proposed. It is called Mass-customization.  
 
Closed and open customization  
Open= you draw the product and you ask the ** to weal it. There is no limit for your 
customization.  
Closed= you are limited by the options proposed.  

Before vs after customization.  
After= computer that you modify by adding soft, for example.  
Before= you choose before you buy the product.  
Ex: Ad for Xerox. They design a solution for you. They offer their machines like a tailor.  
Car options: Closed customization with limited options.  
Tuning = Customization after buying the product. But poor people are interested in 
tuning their cars. Some people use all the money they have in their car.  
 
International product life cycle.   
The company has to adapt the product to life cycle when they decide to launch a new 
one. The cie also have to adapt to the competitors products and have to pay attention to 
the product they launch.  If you want to launch a new product, you will have to remove 
other.  
Product life cycle is not really indexed on the consumer attitude.  
International dimension: You don’t launch the product at the same time in all countries.  
The international dimension allows the cie to extend the product life cycle because you 
don’t have the same life cycle for different product.  
It is giving birth to different exportation because I you want a product, which doesn’t 
exist anymore in your country, you will go on the Internet in order to buy it from 
another country.  
Ex: Coca-Cola vanilla.  
 



a) Simultaneous launching = launched all around the world at the same time 
Good: You immediately deal with big quantities; it reduces the cost of production. You 
launch the Iphone first in the US, the time distance is really important because 
competitors can launch a me-too product while you are waiting to launch your product. 
So you must be present to prevent from copy.  
Ex: Films that you can find on the Internet.  
Bad: Manufacture a lot of products. And if it doesn’t work you take a huge risk because 
you don’t test the product on the market.  
b) Sequential launching = launched at a different moment in each country.  
 
3) Segmentation, targeting and positioning.  
-> Marketing segmentation: 
a) identify segmentation variables and segment the market.  
b) Develop profiles of resulting segments; Consumer behavior or characteristics 
 
-> Market targeting 
c) Evaluate attractiveness of each segment 
d) Select the target segments 
Main criteria of selection = Turn over and prescription power.  
 
Prescriber/User/Buyer = Who is the most important in a market point of view? It 
depends on the importance of the prescription power. Who are the early adopters? They 
are the people, you have targeted first.  
 
-> Marketing position 
e) Identify the possible positioning concepts for each target segment.  
f) Select, develop and communicate the choose positioning concept.  You can have 
different positioning because of your concept.  
ex: Macdo is high in Russia, medium in France and low in USA.  
 
You have to manage different positioning because people travel all around the world 
and know what is going on in the other countries.  
 
There is: 
- Absolute positioning  
- Relative positioning. 
You adapt the positioning for each target segment.  
Different positioning concepts for one brand 
Ex: Real Madrid => Main business = Foot but also present in the fashion week where the 
sell clothes. It is possible to change the image of the brand.  
 
Conclusion: You don’t have to limit your positioning, targeting and segmentation but 
you have to think out of the box.  

4) Product composent model 
Handmade vs industrialized products. 
Handmade are less present in the market because it’s more expensive. But with 
handmade products, it’s impossible to have exactly the same.  
Ex: Handmade coca cola is impossible. But sometimes it exists like in Macdo.  



ex: Handmade shoes = more expensive or the add for Tod’s suggesting that it is a 
handmade product.  

 a) Core Component = What you buy.  

 -> Physical product, ingredients of the product  
-> Desing features 
-> Functional features. Original Equipment Manufacturer.  
When you sell the product, you will get the emphasis on the fact that other companies 
participate to the realization of the car and on the fact that you are the principal 
company involved in it.  
Ex: BMW manufacture the engine and externalize the rest.  
 
 
 
b) Packaging component 
c) Support service component  
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Functional features: 
- Power: Mechanical or electrical power? Ex: saving machine => both.  
Usage: 
- single usage 
- Hybrid usage => multi usages 
Ex: I-phone with music, applications, camera, Internet… 
Performance 
Throwaway => Use it and throw it away.  
Reusable/Recyclable => Today, we use that. 

Hybrids products are much more convenient and less expensive than single usage 
product.  
Fiat Ad: You can download on this …  
=> character = USB sign 
=> 6 doors: virtual door 
=> this car is becoming an entertainment place and is a computer.  
Add for Canderel: What will happen if you don’t use it. (Performance is presented in a 
negative way) 
Ultra diet quick (slim fast) = meal substitute. If you don’t look like this girl, we have to eat 
this product.  
Viagra => They suggest the effect of the product.  
 
4.3.3 Physical attributes 
 
 Packaging 
-> Protection: Best preservation.  
-> Preserve the product = packaging the most appropriate for the conservation given the 
climate and the conditions.  
-> Attract the consumer = It must be distinctive enough not to waste time.  
                                               = You don’t know the product but the packaging attract you 



because it is particular.  
Ex: Coca-Cola => Plastic packaging, 400 mL and white color => new test in Japan.  
Also Coke 007 launched of the James Bond Movie and a lot of limited editions due to several 
cooperation.  

Polysensorial packaging.  
In the past, the only important sense for a packaging was the view. Today, many senses 
are used at the same time in order to multiply the attractivity of the packaging.  
- Fragrance => Companies adapt the packaging, so that can smell it through packaging. 
Not really frequent.  

Ex: Corn Flakes = Crispy through the box. You can hear it.  
       Granini = Sensation that you are touching 
       and also packaging that you can eat because it disappear during the cook.  

Brand values: 
Brands generate value for the company. The brand value is the value of the marginal CF 
generated by a product due to the fact that it is identified with a brand. This value is 
generated by a series of multidimensional assets, which interact in a complex way.  
- Loyalty 
- Awareness 
- Perceived Quality 
- Identity 
Spontaneous awareness is different and much better than assisted awareness.  
A strong brand is a brand that consumers will perceive as high quality, will easily 
identify.  
Brand stretching => If the core business is accepted, it is possible to launch whatever 
you want.  
 
Interbrand and Businessweek publish a global ranking of brand values.  
Ex: Coca, Microsoft, IBM 
a) Criteria 
- Publicity traded by the company 
- 1/3 revenues outside of their country of origin 
- Marketing facing brand 
- Economic Value Added (EVA) > 0 
- B2B single audience with no wider public profile and awareness.  

ANSOFF’S PRODUCT 
- Market penetration = Existing conso must consume 
- Market development = Existing product but new customers 
- Cannibalization = Abandon d’un produit par les consos au profit d’un autre.  
- Diversification = New people and new product.  

POSSIBLE AREAS: 
- Forbidden area = a brand will never be there because consumer will never accept.  
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4.3.4 Service attributes. 
3 types of services:  
 
- Before the service: Before customer is going to point-of-sell.  
+> Information like catalogues or books. 
-> Established call-center in order to provide information by phone.  
-> Using television and commercial in order to provide information to Customer.  
 
- During the sell service: Information giving on the point-of-sell:  
-> Aggressive approach: immediately jump on you.  
-> Customer asks for information and he is looking for it.  

- After the sell service:  
-> Delivery: Something quiet new.  
-> Warranty:  
- Repair it.  
- Replace it 
- Repay it  
-> Spare parts:  
-> Instructions:  
Ex: IKEA at first time => All instructions in only one page. Too hard.  

4.3.5: Country of origin effect 
- Country origin:  
Very important. 4 types of country:  
- The country of assembly. This is the country where the product is manufacturing. 
Have to put the « made it ».  
- The country of design; where the product has been elaborated.  
- The country of head office: where the company comes from.  
 
From a marketing point of view, it is possible to play on these three possibilities.  
 
Halo effects: All the stereotypes we have about one country.  

It is possible to change the image: Japan was considered as a “copy country”. Now he is 
one of the most advances in term of technology.  

BRANDING AND COUNTRY OF ORIGIN  
 
Ex; People though that “made in Japan” is better sounds quality than “made in 
Singapore”. It is the perception.  
Same things if you ask for the expected durability.  
 

 

THE PRICING STRATEGY 

Only element of the mix than is bringing money to the company.  How do we fix prices? 
What will be the final price for customers? B to C.  
 



I) Market and demand: Market already exists => How to access it. If it doesn’t exist we 
have to build a new one. How much customers are willing to pay in order to buy 
products or services. 
Price tunnel => Maximum price observes on the market and the minimum one.  
Ex: Max: 1,5€ and Min: 0,5€. Three options: 
1- If we propose a 5€ product => Higher  
=> Skimming strategy: écrémage.  
When it is a new product on the market = Absolute skimming = I don’t have 
competitors. Maintain very high merger before competition is coming.  
Second option = Relative skimming = identification is most important. Ex: Chanel 
cigarettes. 
2 - between the two prices. 
3- Less expensive than the minimum.  
=> Dumping strategy: when you sell at lost. It is forbidden. It is unfair competition. In 
order to penetrate the market => Sell at lost and kill competitors.  
Ex: USA => cannot sell under their cost of production. Don’t care about the real cost of 
production.  
When we draw this tunnel, it is important to know who are the real competitors.  

(D/P)= 1 
High elasticity =  
Low elasticity =  
Psychological aspect: 1€=6.55… 
      9,99F=1,483 => 1,99€ in order to have a PP.  

 
II) Cost structure: How much consumer must pay in order to cover costs. 
How can we assess the production costs? It is a combination of variable and fixed cost. 
From IM point of view, we put the emphases on two types of costs: 
- Cost before EXW price – Schema Coca => Intra Company Transfer Prices. (ex: Taxes 
evasion)  
- Cost after EXW Price – Price Escalation (intermediary merges, FE) . Ex: Difference 
between Vuitton in France and in Japan.  
- Final cost 
Ex: with International Commerce Terms. (3 more using: Fret On Board – CIF)  
EXW price.  
Make an investigation because it is possible to play on the price.  

 
 
III) Competition:  How is competition forcing me to adopt some prices?  
Competitors force you to adopt a certain strategy.  
- Cartel: ex: drug, oil. It is an association of competitors (manufacturers (they bank 
together and fix quantities to sell) + retailers).  In some countries hypermarket 
represent high part of turn over. It depends. It is the case in France. Illegal but it is really 
hard to prove it.  
- Price collision: No meeting. Just go on the market and follow the leader. No evidences. 
Also illegal and also very hard to prove.  



 
IV) Public influence: Not starting from costs structure. We start from the government. 
When governments are fixing themselves a price. When G is using public companies in 
order to fix prices.  

 
- Direct intervention: When the government sets the price. Can also have a direct 
intervention by fixing the maximum or minimum price.  
 
Ex: When government has to defend somebody. (Consumers, …) 
France: For prescribe medicines => prices are all the same. Because of social security.  
- Maximum price: In order to protect customers. Government will do it for critical 
products. It may be on permanent basis or … Ex: with oil.  
- Minimum price: Can increase prices but cannot go below. Government protects 
retailers and manufacturers. (Protection: Ex: Bakery Vs Hypermarket)  

- Indirect. Government doesn’t tell you that there is a minimum or maximum prices. G 
takes part into cost structures. Ex: Agriculture => Protection with subsidies, FE, milk… 
(Decrease). There also are taxes on, FE, cigarettes and alcohol… (Increase)  
 

There is not one unique way to fix prices, it depends on too much factors.  
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Channel structure determinants. 
Is hierarchy inevitable?  

1) Putting the emphases on the length of the channel of distribution. It could be short 
(directly to the final customer) or long.  

2) Putting the emphases on the nature of the channel of distribution;  
 
- Exclusive: on an area, only one point of sell, which can have the exclusivity but has to 
sell only Samsung product.  (Both ways)  
Ex: There are no ZARA or IKEA franchises. Not always luxury companies.  
  
-> Shops:  
=> directly operated stores: the company opens the store himself (ex: LV) 
=> Franchises: Owner of the franchise.  
=> Flag-ship stores: a store in a prestige street for the image and it is possible that there 
is nothing to sell in the FS.; difference with megastore; ex: LV, avenue Montaigne et LV 
CE.  
=> Corner: in the department store. Rent a place within the department store.  
=> Shop-in-shops: In department stores. Collect the money ex: Baccarat, almost an 
independent shop within department store.  

-> Mail order business: don’t have shops. 
=> Catalogues: 
=> Phone shopping: ex: Pizza suppliers 
=> TV Shopping: 
=> Internet Shopping: 



 
-> Personal selling: 
=> 
=> 
 
- Selective: 
- Mass: 

 


